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EUROPEAN INTERCOMP ARISON OF THE CALIBRATION OF GAS 
DENSITY METERS AND AN INTRODUCTION TO A GUIDELINE TO 
THE DETERMINATION OF GAS DENSITY 

AUTHORS: Marianne Tambo and Tove S0gaard, The FORCE Institute, Denmark 

SUMMARY 

For more than I 0 years Nordic countries have been producing, selling and/or buying 
natural gas. One of the major issues has been how to detennine the amount of gas. 
Several of the methods involve the determination of gas density. Two laboratories in 
the Nordic countries perform calibration of vibrating element gas density meters and 
an intercomparison was performed as part of a NORDTEST* project between these 
two laboratories and three European calibration laboratories. The intercomparison was 
performed in 1996 at the laboratories listed in table 1. The calibration gas was 
nitrogen. The main conclusion of the intercomparison was that all the laboratories 
were well within an uncertainty of± 0, 1 % for the calibration of gas density meters 
with nitrogen, if the same source of nitrogen data was applied. 

T bl 1 L b t . rf" f · th"t "son a e . a ora ones pa 1c1pa m2 m e m ercompan . 
Colllltry Company 
Denmark The FORCE Institute 
Germany Ruhrgas AG 
The Netherlands NMI 
Norway FIMAS 
United Kingdom Solartron Instruments Ltd. 

As another part of the NORDTEST project the applied methods for the determination 
of gas density on an industrial level in the Nordic countries were gathered and on the 
basis of this information a guideline for the determination of gas density was set up. 

The determination of gas density in the Nordic countries is mainly performed in the 
natural gas industry and the two methods most commonly applied are I) the 
application of a gas density meter with a vibrating element as sensor and 2) the 
application of the real gas equation. The guideline describes instrumentation, 
installation, maintenance for these two methods with an emphasis on the methods for 
the calculation of the uncertainty of the density determination. 

* NORDTEST was founded in 1973 by the Nordic Council of Ministers to promote viable industrial develoir 
ment, the competetiveness of industry and to remove technical barriers to trade. NORDTEST finances 
joint research in testing technology and the development oftest methods. NORDTEST also funds partici
pation in European and other international standardization work Each year NORDTEST funds around 200 
projects in over 40 institutes and companies with up to 8 million FIM (- 1 million £). 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
For over 10 years 4 out of 5 Nordic countries have been producing, selling and/or 
buying natural gas. One of the major issues has been how to determine the amount of 
gas. Several of the methods involve the detenninarion of gas density. In the period 
1995-1997 a NORDTEST project has been performed with the aim to gather existing 
applied methods for the determination of gas density in the Nordic countries and on 
the basis of this information to set up a guideline for the determination of gas density. 
At the same time an intercomparison on the calibration of vibrating element gas 
density meters with nitrogen has been carried oµt. 

The project has resulted in tluee reports: 

l) The determination of gas density - part 1 [1] 
State of the art in the Nordic countries 

2) The determination of gas density - part 2 [2] 
Intercomparison: Calibration of gas density meters with nitrogen. 

3) The determination of gas density - part 3 [3] 
A guideline to the determination of gas density 

THE INTERCOMP ARISON 
The intercomparison was performed with 5 laboratories, see table 2, and on the subject 
calibration of vibrating element gas density meters. The calibration gas was nitrogen. 
The full address of the laboratories can be found in annex 1. All laboratories have a 
long history in calibrating gas density meters for the natural gas industry. 

The intercomparison was performed with three Solartron 7812 vibrating element gas 
density meters as transfer standards. The meters were calibrated with pure nitrogen, 
99 ,998 % or better, at 20 °C in the pressure range I lvlPa to 20 lv1Pa. 

Table 2: Laboratories 
Count 
Denmark 
German Ruhr as AG 
The Netherlands NMI 

United Kin dom Solartron Instruments Ltd. 
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The transfer standards of the intercomparison 
A vibrating element gas density meter consists of a measuring unit and an amplifier 
unit. 

The vibrating element is situated in the measuring unit and is activated at its natural 
frequency by the amplifier unit. The output signal is a frequency or a periodic time in 
the range 200 - 900 µseconds. Any change in the natural frequency will represent a 
density change in the gas that surrounds the vibrating element. As the output of the 
meter is periodic time the density meter must be calibrated before it can be applied in 
the industry to determine gas density. 

The calibration of a gas density meter normally consists of a pure gas calibration at 
several points along the meters measuring range at one specific temperature. Fallowing 
the pure gas calibration the density meters sensitivity to temperature and gas changes 
are determined For some types of meters it is also necessary to determine the pressure 
sensitivity. 

The pure gas calibration was the subject of the intercomparison. Information about the 
determination of the sensitivity of gas density meters to temperature, pressure and gas 
changes can be found in references [4],[5],[6],[7],[8]. 

Pure gases normally applied in the calibration of gas density meters are nitrogen, argon 
and methane. One of the reasons for choosing these gases is the number of 
aknowledged data on these gases, which have an uncertainty around± 0,1 % - 0,2 % 
[9],[10],[11],[12],[13],[14],[15],[16]. The stated uncertainty today of the laboratories 
participating in this intercomparison is ± 0,10 - 0,15 %, so the above mentioned data 
sources are one of the main contributors to the uncertainty of the calibration of gas 
density meters. 

The density meter, after calibration, is then furnished with calibration constants which 
are constants of regression curves that are approximations to the meters function. As 
an example the density of a Solartron 7812 gas density meter can be approximated 
with following regression curve: 

p=Ar2+Br+C 1) 

p:density of gas in kgfm3 

r: periodic time in µseconds 

A,B,C : calibration constants 
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The systematic error, when applying the calibration constants, see equation l), is 
always set to be negligible compared to the uncertainty of the density measured in each 
measarement point of the calibration. This means that it is possible for one meter to 
have several sets of calibration constants to cover the whole measurement range of the 
meter. 

Type of measurements of the intercomparison 
Each laboratory was to perform a check of each meter upon recei val of the meters and 
before shipping the meters to the next laboratory. The check consists of noting the 
signal of the meters at a vacuum below 1 mbar. The behaviour of the meters could with 
these checks be held under close surveillance throughout the intercomparison. 

Each laboratory was then to petform a nitrogen calibration following their normal 
calibration procedures for all three meters. The calibrations were to be performed at 
20 °C and at minimum 8 measurement points in the range 12 kglm3 to 220 kglm3. 

It was optional whether the laboratories wished to calibrate with increasing pressure 
or with decreasing pressure or with both as the hysteresis of the gas density meter is 
known to be very small. 

The results were to be sent to the pilot laboratory (the FORCE Institute). 

The pilot Laboratory was to perform the first and the last series of calibrations. 

Data treatment 
The data from all the laboratories were treated by the pilot laboratory. Full data 
treatment can be found in [2]. 

Several acknowledged data sources for the density of nitrogen exist. In table 3 the 
density, as predicted from 4 sources at 20 °C, can be seen. The prediction of density 
differs up to 0, 18 %. Wagner & Span[l 1] was chosen as it was the most recent data 
source and had a stated uncertainty of ±0,02 % for the density range up to 12 MPa and 
± 0,05 o/o over 12 MPa 

Table 3 Nitrofen density as predicted from different sources, 20 °C 
Pressure L'Air RJPAC[lO] NIST[9] Wagner& 
I\1Pa Liquide[l2] kglm3 kglm3 Span 

k2fm3 n 1 i, keJm3 
1 11 ,5320 11,5184 11,5191 11 ,5185 
5 57,9056 57,8182 57,8185 57,8139 
10 115,0640 114,8535 114,8538 114,8397 
20 219,0181 218,6067 218,6054 218,5805 
Stated ±0, 1 o/o - 0,2% ±0,1%-0,2% ±0,1% ±0,02%(S:l2 MPa) 
uncert. ±0,05%(> l2MPa) 
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The density predicted from each laboratory should be compared to the "true density" . 
As it is not possible to achieve the "true density" it was chosen to compare each of the 
laboratories density with the density obtained as a mean of all the laboratories values 
for density. This could of course only be done because the mean deviation between all 
the measurements was less than 0,03 % and thereby comparable to the repeatability 
and the stability of the meter. 

The results were divided into calibrations where increasing gas pressure(increasing 
density) was applied and where decreasing gas pressure( density) was applied. 
Therefore following laboratories are compared: 

Increasing pressure: Laboratories: FIMAS, FORCE, NMI and SOLARTRON.;?' 

Decreasing pressure: Laboratories: FIMAS, FORCE, NMI and RUHRGAS. )/ 

As the results for all three meters showed the same tendencies, here will only be 
shown the .results for one meter. Please refer to the report [2] for full data. 

Increasing pressure 
The result of the comparison with increasing pressure can be seen for meter No. 
120930 in figure 1. The data basis for figure 1 can be seen in table 4. The results 
showed for all three meters, that all the laboratories have an absolute deviation less 
than 0,035 % from the mean value above 22 kg/m3. Three of the laboratories deviate 
less than 0,035 % from the mean value in the range below 22 kg/m3. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of the calibrations of the laboratories. Density Meter No. 120930 - Increasing pressure. 



Table 4: 
Comparison of the calibrations of the laboratories. Density Meter No. 120930 - Increasing pressure. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

FIMAS NMI SOLARTRON FORCE MEAN VALUE FIMAS NMI SOL. FORCE Mean of s-L U-1 

Period Density Density Density Density Density COL. 2-616 COL. 3-616 COL. 4-616 COL. 5-616 abs. val. 

microsec. kg/m3 kg/m3 kg/m3 kg /m3 kg/m3 Dev. % Dev. % Dev. % Dev. % of dev. o/o o/o % 

530 12,4873 12,4919 12,4873 12,4850 12.4879 0,018 0,055 0.018 -0,023 0.029 0,023 0,032 

550 22,3131 22.3172 22,3115 22.3096 22,3128 0,016 0,034 0 ,009 -0,015 0,018 0 ,015 0,021 

600 48,5306 48,5320 48,5187 48,5239 48,5263 0 ,014 0 ,017 -0,011 -0,005 0,012 0 ,013 0,018 

650 77,0476 77,0558 77,0216 77,0340 77,0398 0.018 0 ,028 -0,016 -0.007 0.017 0,019 0 ,028 

....... 680 95,2831 95,2905 95,2627 95.2669 95,2758 0,017 0,025 -0,004 -0,009 0,014 0,014 0.020 

705 111.1148 111, 1 251 111,0976 111, 1063 111,1110 0,008 0,017 ·0,008 -0,004 0.009 0,010 0,015 

750 141.0613 141,0419 141,0659 141,0564 ·0,003 -0,017 0,007 0.009 0,009 0,013 

790 169,2724 169,2345 169,2601 169,2557 0,007 -0,015 0,003 0,008 0,011 0,016 

825 195, 1901 195, 1195 195,1362 195, 1486 0,028 -0,009 -0,006 0,014 0,019 0 .027 

Norn . Range CONSTANTS FOR REGRESSSION CURVES (Density= Period•A•A +Period•B +Cl : 
micro sec. A B c 

FIMAS 525-565 -108,6503717 ·0,02461343 0,0004776888 COL.: Column 
565-654 -114, 7926843 -0,00299635 0,0004586697 s-L: Estimate for the between laboratory 
6 54-718 • 115,0226488 -0,00323459 0 ,0004595702 variance. See 11 71 
718·834 • 109,5679945 ·0,01814185 0,0004697523 U-1: The uncertainty as evaluted from the inter-

comparison results. U-1 = Rep./2 . 
NMI 528-5 74 -11 0,5676202 ·0,01 74 7283 0 ,00047 10576 Rep.: reproducibility limit I 171 

574-617 ·117. 1364620 0,00481016 0,00045217 33 
617-656 -124, 75305 88 0,0 2821584 0,0004342452 
656· 711 • 116,6549303 0 ,00139393 0,0004563097 

SOLARTRON 524-600 - 110.7913963 -0,01 6 60134 0,000470193 7 
600-688 -108,3717026 ·0,02335322 0,0004747287 
688-831 -113,0017110 ·0,00883064 0 ,0004634072 

FORCE 528-574 -109,4027523 -0 .021 77443 . 0 ,0004750025 
574-616 -115,8077855 0 ,0 0040992 0,000455 7938 
616-710 -110,5563744 ·0,01648012 0,0004693550 
7 10-855 -115,3312565 -0,00274967 0,0004594834 

Fil : Table·4.nsf 



Decreasing pressure ·41 
The result of the comparison with decreasing pressure can be seen in figure 2, see page 
9. The data basis for figure 2 can be seen in table 5, see page 10. The results for all 
three meters showed th.at all the laboratories deviate less than 0,030 % from the mean 
value in the whole range. 

Uncertainty <Jf the calibration of gas density meters evaluated from the 
results of the intercomparis<Jn. 
The major aim of the intercomparison was to evaluate, if possible, the level of 
uncertainty of the calibration of gas density meters with nitrogen for the laboratories 
participating. 

The uncertainty is a combination of the uncertainty of the data source plus the 
uncertainty of all the measured parameters of the laboratories. When applying the 
same data source the deviations between the laboratories are solely an expression of 
the differences in the measured parameters (pressure, temperature and periodic time) 
and the quality of the calibration gas. 

An estimate for the uncertainty, Ur, for the results (the uncertainty of the data source 
not included) can be set up in a number of ways. The estimation of the uncertainty is 
here based on the reproducibility limit, Rep., of a standard measurement method, as 
calculated from ISO standard 5725(17). 

Although the intercomparison was not performed to determine the uncertainty of a 
standard measurement method, the overall principle of calibration of gas density 
meters can be regarded as a standard method 

We have for the uncertainty: 

U 
_Rep. 

1-
2 

2) 

The total uncertainty can then be expressed as: 

3) 

where 

Rep. =reproducibility limit (17] 

UP =the uncertainty of the gas density with a 95 % confidence level 

U 1 = the uncertainty as eval uted from the intercomparison results 

UT = the uncertainty of tne source of data for nitrogen density 
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Figure 2: Comparison of the calibrations of the laboratories_ Density Meter No. 120930 - Decreasing pressure. 
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Table 5: 

Comparison of the calibrations of the laboratories. Density Meter No. 120930 - Decreasing pressure. 

1 z 3 4 5 G 7 a 9 10 11 12 

FIMAS NMI RUHRGAS FORCE MEAN VALVE FIMAS NMI RUHR GAS FORCE Mean of s·L 

Period Density Density Density Density Oonelty COL. 2·6/6 COL. 3-6/6 COL. 4-616 COL . 5-6/6 abs. val. 

rnicrosec . kg/rn3 kg/m3 kg/m3 ks /m3 ~g/mJ Dev . % Dev . % Dev . % Dev. % of dev, % % 

530 12.4870 12,4997 12,4844 12,4837 12.4860 0 ,008 0,022 ·0,012 ·0,016 0,015 O.D18 

550 22 ,3113 22,3099 22,3076 22,3106 22.3099 0,006 0,000 ·0,010 0,004 0,005 0.007 

600 49,5256 49,5101 48,5160 46,5123 48.5180 0,020 -0,012 0,000 ·0,006 0,010 0,014 

650 77,0387 77,0154 77,0359 77,0356 77,0314 0,010 -0,021 0,006 0,005 0,010 O,Q14 

680 95,2767 95,2520 95,2625 95,2614 95,2831 0,014 -0,012 ·0,001 ·0,002 0.007 0 .010 

705 111.T 100 111,1246 111,0927 111,0875 111.1037 0,006 0,019 ·0,010 ·0,015 0,012 0.015 

750 141,0541 141,0535 141,0360 141,0479 0 ,004 0,004 -0,00B 0,006 0 ,007 

790 169,2606 169,2458 169,2340 189,2469 0 ,008 ·0,001 ·O,OOB 0 ,005 0 ,008 

825 195.1874 195, 1503 195,1267 195.1549 0,017 ·0,002 ·0,014 0 ,011 0.016 

Norn . Range CONSTANTS FOR REGRESSSION CURVES (Density= Period"A'A + Period'B +Cl: 
micro sec . A B c 

FIMAS 525·565 -108,657599 -0,02451566 0,0004775289 COL.: Column 
565-654 · 114.851556 -0,00275168 0,0004584115 s·L: Estimate for the between laboratory 
654· 765 -115,602164 ·0,00163850 0,0004584624 variance . See (17] 
688-833 · 109,123322 ·0,01951826 0.0004707633 U-1: The uncertainty as evaluted from the inter-

NMI 527-573 -109,727263 ·0,02039582 0,0004735699 comparison results . U-1 = Rep./2 
573-616 · 117,786686 0 ,00745757 0,0004495063 Rep.: reproducibility limitll71 
616·656 -121,911561 0,01941692 0 ,0004409608 - --- 656·693 -94,982837 -0,06364 729 0,0005050065 
693-711 -125, 149859 0,02453721 0,0004405729 

RUHRGAS 524-551 ·107,137338 ·0,03010463 0.0004826529 
551 · 616 · 112.625682 ·0,01026705 0,0004647274 
616-744 ·111,681733 ·0.01288908 0,0004664992 
744· 831 -108,520102 ·0,02044000 0,0004709398 

FORCE 528·616 -111 ,863425 -0,01278293 0,0004667929 
616-789 · 112,774780 ·O, 0095 7 348 0 ,0004639838 
789-855 -126,308811 0 ,02393165 0,00044325 7 2 

13 

U·I 

% 

0 .026 

0,011 

0 ,020 

0 ,020 

0,015 

0 ,022 

0.011 

0,011 

0 ,022 



In table 6 can be seen the largest uncertainty, UP, of all the measurement points for 

all three density meters. 

Table 6 Uncertainty of the calibration of gas density meters with nitrogen (95% 
confidence level) as evaluated from the results of the intercomparison. 

increasing pressure decreasing pressure 

lMPa<p::;;I2 pressures above 1 :MPa <p ::;;12 pressures above 
MPa 12MPa MP a 12MPa 

UT ±0,038 % ±0,027 % ±0,030 % ±0,022 % 

UT ±0,020 % ±0,050 % ±0,020 % ±0,050 % 

VP ±0,043 % ±0,056 % ±0,036 % ±0,055 % 

Conclusion on the intercomparison 
From the results of the intercomparison following main conclusions can be made: 

The calibration laboratories have an uncertainty that is less than 
± 0,10 % to± 0,15 % for a pure gas calibration when applying Wagner and 
Span[l 1] as the data source. All the laboratories could actually state an 
uncertainty of ± 0,05 % in the range below 12 :MPa and± 0,06 % above 
12 MPa. 

Great care should be taken when choosing the data source for the density of the 
calibration gas, as this still is one of the major contributors to the uncertainty of 
the calibration of gas density meters. For calibrations performed with nitrogen 
the Wagner & Span data source[l l] will give the least uncertainty. 
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THE GUIDELINE 

Background 

The natural gas industry has been growing steadily and the number of countries 
applying natural gas is also increasing. There has been a great deal of focus on the 
uncertainty of the determination of the amount of gas and thereby on the uncertainty of 
the determination of gas density. 

The determination of the density of gas in the Nordic countries is mainly applied in the 
natural gas industry and here mainly in connection with metering the amount of energy 
for the purpose of sertling accounts. 

Natural gas is distributed to and/or from the Nordic countries to Europe and to Russia 
and to some extent between the Nordic countries themselves. 

The vibrating element gas density meter is applied in three of the Nordic countries on 
an industrial level. 

Check-llp systems and low pressure systems are based on the determination of gas 
density by applying the real gas equation. 

On the basis of this information a NORD TEST guideline was set up on how to 
determine gas density on an industrial level with following two methods: 

a) applying a gas density meter with a vibrating element as sensor 
b) applying the real gas equation. 

In the NORD TEST guideline examples of the instrumentation of measuring systems 
are set up and the uncertainty for these examples is estimated. 

ISO (International Organizatioo for Standardization ) 
During the last 5 years one of the working groups of ISO (The International 
Organization for Standardization), TC 193/SC2/WG 1, has been working on a document 
which covers installation and maintenance of some of the instruments applied in gas 
measurement, e.g. vibrating element gas density meters, pressure transducers and 
resistance thermometers. The ISO document is now on a working draft status, ISO/WD 
11793[18]. Although it will be a few years before the document is an ISO standard, the 
document gives good guidelines on many of the issues treated in the NORDTEST 
guideline and is referred to as often as possible. 
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Uncertainty calculation 
The uncertainty in the NORDTEST guideline is based on BIPM recommendation INC-
1 (1980) that has resulted in WECC doc. 19-1990: Guidelines for the expression of 
uncertainty of Measurements in calibrations[l 9] and Guide to expression of 
uncertainty of measurement (ISO!TAG4/WG3) [20]. The BIPM recommendation INC-
1 can be found in [20] annex A. The calculation of the uncertainty will follow [19] and 
[20] in general. To avoid large statistical calculations, some assumptions will be made. 
It is necessary to check if the assumptions are valid for the actual measuring system. If 
this is not the case [19] and [20] can give guidelines in how to proceed. 

Terms such as random and systematic error sources are replaced by terms such as type 
A and type B uncertainty parameters. Type A parameters kan be measured and 
thereafter treated statistically. Type B parameters do not have enough documentation 
to perform a statistical analysis and the uncertainty has to be evaluated from prior 
knowledge, for example maximum and minimum value. 

The uncertainty contributions from the two types of parameters are combined into an 
expression for the total uncertainty as seen in equation 5). This equation is valid if the 
parameters, x, are independent (not correlated). 

p = f ( X 1 , "2 , ... , XN ) 4) 

5) 

u = k. u p p 6) 

UP: expanded uncertainty of the density determination 

UJi combined standard uncertainty of the density determination 

up-A: the standard uncertainty for parameters of type A 

up-B: estimated approximations to the standard uncertainty for parameters of type B 

k coverage factor, for a 95 % confidence level: k=2 

xi: parameter 

Of : partial derivative here denoted sensitivity coefficient ox. 
l 
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Principles for determining gas density 
The principles in how to determine gas density can be divided into following two 
groups: 

a. on-line/in-line determination - continuous determination 

a. I continuous measurement of one primary parameter 
- change in gascomposition a secondaty effect 

a. 2 continuous measurement of several primary parameters 
- change in gascomposition a primary effect 

b . other determinations - non-continuous determination (often 
performed in laboratories). 

The non continuous (laboratory) gas density determinations have an uncertainty that is 
less than the continuous density detenninations, but the time and training necessary to 
apply the non-continuous methods do not render them practical for every day use for 
most industrial purposes. The non continuous methods are mainly applied to establish 
data from which equations of state can be derived for example for pure gases[21], [11). 
Another application is check of continuous measuring systems [22]. 

Therefore the guideline deals only with the continuous determination. 

Relation: p = f('x,c,T,p) 
In the last 30 years a great deal of effort has been put into the development of a meter, 
from wruch the signal is primarily dependent upon density and only secondarily upon 
other parameters, such as pressure, temperature and gas composition. The meter is 
called a vibrating element gas density meter. The principle of this meter and its 
calibration can be seen on page 3. 

In table 7 a list of the common instrumentation of measuring systems that apply gas 
density meters can be seen. 

The guideline goes on to describe installation and maintenance and gives an example 
of the calculation of the uncertainty of the method 
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T able 7: Commen instrumentation, p = f( r,c,T,p) 
System Instrnmentation Comments 
a.1-a density meter The pressure transducer is 

thermometer mainly included to be able 
pressure transducer to correct for the changes 
registration equipment in gas composition 

through the determination 
of the velocity of sound. 

a.1-b density meter The gas composition is 
thermometer stable* and is measured at 
registration equipment upstart. 

a.1-c density meter The gas composition and 
registration equipment the temperature is stable* 

and are measured at 
upstart. 

* The degree of stability that will result in a negligable influence on the density as 
determined by the density meter will differ depending on the type of density meter 
and even the density range. The gas composition and the gas temperature should 
regularily be checked to be sure that the system does remain stable. 

The example chosen in the guideline corresponds to a.1-c and gives an uncertainty 
with a 95 % confidence level of ±0,20 o/o. 

Relation: p = p/(Z Rg T) 
The second method that is treated in the guideline is use of the gas density as 
determined from the real gas equation, equation 7). 

P
- p 

ZR T g 

p=density 

p=pressure 
T =temperature in Kelvin 
Z =compression factor 

R 
R =gas consant· R = -g , g M 

R = universal gas constant 
M = molar mass 

7) 
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In table 8 can be seen the most common instrumentation when applying the real gas 
equation. 

T able 8: Common Instrume11tatio11,p = p/(Z RaT) 
-

System Instrumentation Comments 
a.2-a thermometer Z is determined several 

pressure transducer times an hour. For more 
Z-meter information about this 
gas analysis equipment-molar composition meter see ISO WD l 1 793 
analysis [18). 
registration equipment 

a.2-b thermometer The parameters, Rg and Z, 
pressure transducer can directly be calculated 
gas analysis equipment-molar composition from the gas composition 
analysis by applying recognized 
registration equipment tables, e.g. ISO/DIS 

12213 [23] part 2 for 
natural gas. 

a.2-c thermometer The gascomposition is 
pressure transducer stable and is measured by 
registration equipment an external laboratory 

regularily. 
The parameters, Rg and Z, 
can directly be calculated 
from the gas composition 
by applying recognized 
tables, e.g. ISO/DIS 
122 1 3 [23] part 2 for 
natural gas. 

The example chosen in the guideline corresponds to a.2-b and gives an uncertainty 
with a 95 % confidence level of ±0,23 o/o. 
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1. Introduction 

This guideline is pan 3 of the NORDTEST project: The determination of gas density. 

I) The determination of gas density - pan I 
State of the an in the Nordic countries 

2) The determination of gas density - pan 2 
lntercomparison: Calibration of gas density meters with nitrogen 

3) The determination of gas density- pan 3 (this report) 
A guideline to the determination of gas density 

The guideline describes two measuring systems that determine gas density on an industrial level 
including installation and maintenance of the measuring systems. As the uncertainty of the 
density determination is an important factor when choosing a measuring system and when 
settling disputes between buyers and sellers, there is given guidelines on how to calculate the 
uncertainty. 

2. Background and aim 

Density is defined as the mass of gas divided by its volume at specified conditions of pressure 
and temperature [I] and is given in kg/m3

• It is a combined parameter that normally is applied 
to obtain another property for example the mass or the volume. Gas density determination in 
the natural gas industry can be taken as an example. The end result of measuring systems for 
natural gas is how much energy has been used by the customer. To achieve this goal the 
amount of natural gas being consumed must be determined and that is often done by 
determining the density and the volume flow of the gas and then calculating the mass or the 
standard volume of the natural gas. 

Today there is a need for the determination of gas density at all levels of obtainable uncertainty 
which can be from 0,02 % to 0,5 % depending on the choise of principle and instrumentation. 

As there is a great number of ways to determine gas density, the seller and buyer of the gas 
product often chooses to measure the gas density with two different methods. This will often 
result in two different values for the gas density creating a dispute as to the correctness of each 
value. Although it is common knowledge that each density value has an uncertainty it often 
causes contractual disputes. The many different approaches to calculating the uncertainty is 
also cause for confusion. 
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This guideline will give an oveIView of the different principles that exist today to determine 
gas density and will go into details with two of the measuring systems that are applied on an 
industrial leveL To enable a common approach to the calculation of the uncertainty of the 
determination of gas density, the guideline will continue to explain in general how to determine 
the uncertainty based on some of the latest principles for uncenainty estimation[4),[5] and will 
illustrate this with some examples on the industrial level. 

2.1 ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 

The International Organization for Standardization has a technical committee, TC 193, natural 
gas and in this committee there has been produced several documents that will be referred to in 
this guideline. The documents have the status of draft international standards( DIS) and 
working draft standards (WD). During the last 5 years one of the working groups 
TC l 93/SC2/W GI has been working on a document which covers installation and maintenance 
of some of the instruments that are treated in this guideline, e.g. vibrating element gas density 
meters, pressure transducers and resistance thermometers. The ISO document is now on a 
working draft status. Although it will be a few years before the document is an ISO standard 
the document gives good guidelines on many of the issues in this guideline and is referred to 
as: ISO WD 11793 (2). 

3. Uncertainty calculation 

The uncenainty in this guideline will be based on BIPM recommendation INC-l( 1980) that has 
resulted in WECC doc. 19-1990: Guidelines for the expression of uncenainty of Measurements 
in calibrations[4] and Guide to expression of uncertainty of measurement (ISO/TAG4/WG3) 
[5]. The BIPM recommendation INC-I can be found in [5] annex A. The calculation of the 
uncertainty will follow (4] and [5] in general. To avoid large statistical calculations. some 
assumptions will be made. It is necessary to check if the assumptions are valid for the actual 
measuring system. If this is not the case [4] and [5) can give guidelines in bow to proceed. 

Terms such as random and systematic error sources are replaced by tenns such as type A and 
type B uncertainty parameters. Type A parameters kan be measured and thereafter treated 
statistically. Type B parameters do not have enough documentation to perfonn a statistical 
analysis and the uncertainty has to be evaluated from prior knowledge, for example maximum 
and minimum value. 

The uncertainty contributions from the two types of parameters are combined into all 

expression for the total uncertainty as seen in equation 2). This equation is valid if the 
parameters, x, are independent (not correlated). 

The dotamiilatioo of gu clcmity - put 3 • a guid<lizic 1997-07-l4 
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UP: expanded uncertainty of the density determination 

1) 

2) 

3) 

up: combined standard uncertainty of the density determination 

up-A: the standard uncertainty for parameters of type A 

u.t>-8 : estimated approximations to the standard uncertainty for parameters of type B 

k: coverage factor, for a 95 % confidence level: k=2 

xi : parameter 

Cf : partial derivative here denoted sensitivity coefficient 
ox. 

I 

4. Principles for determining gas density 

The principles in bow to determine gas density can be divided into following two groups: 

a. on·line/in-line determination - continuous determination 

a. I continuous measurement of one primary parameter 
- change in gascomposition a secondary effect 

a. 2 continuous measurement of several primary parameters 
• change in gascomposition a primary effect 

b. other determinations • non-continuous determination (often 
performed in laboratories). 

In table J can be seen some of the relations that apply for the determination of gas density. 

The delcnninalioa of pa dcmiry - pen l - • guideline 1997--07-24 
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Table 1: Fundamental relations 

No. Relation Group Common uncertainty level, 0/o 

l P cp.T> = f( r,c, T,p) al 0,1 - 0,5 

- p 
2 P (p.Tl - Z(p, T) R

8 
T a2 0,1 - 0,5 

m 
3 P ( p.T)=v 

(p.T) 
b 0,05 • 0, 1 

AF/ g b 0,02-0,05 
4 P(p.T) = v 

S( p.T) 

As to be expected the non continuous (laboratory) gas density determinations have an 
Wlcenainty that is less than the continuous density determinations, but the time and training 
necessary to apply the non-continuous methods do not render them practical for every day use 
for most industrial purposes. The non continuous methods are mainly applied to establish data 
from which equations of state can be derived for example for pure gases[ 6 ], [7]. Another 
appliance is check of continuous measuring systems [8]. 

Therefore this guideline will in the following deal only with the continuous determinations. 

5. p = f( r-,c,T,pl 

In the last 30 years a great deal of effort has been put into the development of a meter, from 
which the signal is primarily dependent upon density and only secondarily upon other 
parameters, such as pressure, temperature and gas composition. The meter is called a vibrating 
element gas density meter. 

A vibrating element gas density meter consists of a measuring unit and an amplifier unit. The 
vibrating element is situated in the measuring unit and is activated at its natural frequency by 
the amplifier unit. The output signal is a frequency or a periodic time in the range 200 - 900 
µseconds. Any change in the natural frequency will represent a density change in the gas that 
surrounds the vibrating element. 
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The relation between the density and the periodic time of the meter is obtained through 
calibration of the meter with a pure gas at one temperature and at several points along the 
meters measuring range. The calibration results ( r.p) are then fitted with a regression curve. 
The form of the regression cwve varies from manufacturer to manufacturer and in equation 4) 
can be seen one type of curve. Corrections can be necessary to compensate for the differences 
between calibration conditions and actual conditions (e.g. different temperature and variation 
in gas composition). The correction for gas composition can be estimated from the velocity of 
sound in the actual gas as compared to the calibration gas. The manufacturer and the · 
calibration laboratories will be able to furnish certificates that have the corrections 
incorporated or equations that can calculate the size of the corrections. 

p= Ar2+Bt+C 

p : 
r : 

A,B,C: 

density of gas 
periodic time of the density meter 
regression curve constants 

4) 

5.1 Instrumentation and instaUation,p = f( r,c,T,p) 

In principle the densify meter is the only instrumentation necessary. 

Often the pressure and temperature of a measuring site are regulated so that the deviations 
allowed only negligably influence the density as predicted by the density meter. The gas density 
can then be determined only with the gas density meter with a smaller addition to the 
uncertainty. 

In other cases thermometers and pressure transducers are also included in the measuring 
system. The combinations of equipment listed in table 2 are the most commonly applied. 

Table 2: Commen instrumentation, p = f( i,c,T,p) 

System Instrumentation Comments 
a.1-a density meter The pressure transducer is 

thermometer mainly included to be able to 
pressure transducer correct for the changes in gas 
registration equipment composition through the 

determination of the velocity 
of sound. 

a.1-b density meter The gas composition is 
thermometer stable* and is measured at 
re~stration equipment upstart. 

a.1-c density meter The gas composition and the 
registration equipment temperature is stable* and 

are measured at upstart. 
* The degree of stability that will result in a negligable influence on the density as determined 

by the density meter will differ depending on the type of density meter and even the density 
range. The gas composition and the gas temperature should regularily be checked 
to be sure that the system does remain stable. 
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A flowcomputer is often applied as the registration equipment as the software in this 
equipment has been programmed with items such as the calibration constants of the meters. 
They are also built to register several parameters simultaneously. Some flowcomputers can 
calculate the velocity of sound based on the measurement of pressure and density and 
thereby determine the necessary correction to compensate for a variation in gas composition. 

Before installation 

The density meter must be calibrated before it can be applied to detennine gas density. The 
calibration should be performed by a laboratory with traceability to international standards. 
The meter is calibrated with a reference gas such as pure nitrogen, argon or methane to obtain 
the relationsship between the signal of the instrument and the density of gas. The reason for 
applying these gases is the aknowledged data on these gases, e.g. [7]. The meter will have a 
characteristic temperature and gas composition offset (the latter is often called the velocity of 
sound offset). The size of these offsets are characteristic for each type of meter and normally 
the manufacturer of the meter has developed equations (empirically derived) to determine the 
size of the corrections. A number of the equations regarding the velocity of sound offset have 
been verified to be valid for a great number of gases, e.g. [9],[I0],[11]. 

lfthe average composition of the actual gas is known, common practise is for the manufacturer 
of the gas density meters to issue an actual gas certificate where the calibration constants are 
valid for the actual gas. This is done by combining the density as determined by the pure gas 
calibration with the offset as determined empirically. 

Pressure transducers and thermometers require cahl>ration before installation. These sensors 
are so common that every country has laboratories that perform calibrations of these instru
ments with documented traceability to international standards. 

The registration equipment should be chosen to suit the type of density meter and if relevant 
t.he type of pressure transducers and thermometers of the system and should also be 
checked/calibrated before installation. 

Installation 

The gas density meters should be inst.alled according to the manufacturers guidelines. ISO WD 
11793(2] and [12] gives more specific guidelines on installation, tests to be taken, calibration 
and verification. Here will be highlighted some of the areas where special care should be taken. 

As the meters have to be demounted periodically for repair or recalibration, then the 
construction of the installation should take this into account. 

Gas density meters are normally applied to measure gas density in pipelines and can be installed 
in several different manors with regard to the pipeline. These are treated in detail in I SO WD 
11793(2). The density meter receives a smaJJ sample of the gas continuously. 

The flow through the density meter must be kept low enough to ensure that the pressure 
change from the main line is negligable but fast enough to represent the changes in gas 
composition. 

NTTECHNREPORT 355 The delmninatioo of au dmoi~· - part J • a guidclint 1991-07-74 
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Regardless of which form of installation is chosen, it is important to know what temperature 
and pressure the gas in the density meter will obtain. Even small differences from the actual 
temperature to the assumed temperature can cause large errors. For some natural gases .6. T of 
3 K can correspond to an error in density of 1 %. Differences in pressure will have more 
influence on low pressure systems than high pressure systems 

O, I MPa in a I MPa system ~ .6.p of appr. I 0 %. 

0, I MPa in a IO MPa system ~ .6.p of appr. I %. 

If the gas density meter is to be applied in connection with a volume flow meter to determine 
the amount of gas in kilograms, then great care must be taken to ensure that the gas density 
meter is installed, so the density at the same temperature and pressure as the volume flow 
meter can be determined. Often this will require either sufficient insulation of the density meter 
in connection with the pipeline or measurement of the temperature before and after the density 
meter. Some density meters have incorporated thermometers and these can be applied but care 
must be taken, as the thermometers are not directly in the gas but built into the foundation of 
the meter. 

Regarding the pressure, it can be assumed that the pressure in the density meter is close to the 
pressure in the main pipeline, if the flow through the meter is small. On upstart of the 
measuring system the manufacturers gives guidelines on how to ensure a small pressure loss. 
The most efficient way would be to install flowmeters on the density meter outlet. In practise , 
though, this procedure is only applied to systems, that vent the gas to the atmosphere. 

5.2 Maintenance, p = f( -r,c,T,pl 

The maintenance of a gas density meter is delt with in ISO WD 11793[2]. 

Shortly it can be said that if the density meter is operating on a gas that is free from dust and 
condensate and in temperature/pressure domains totally within the gaseous phase. then the 
meter has known to function well for several years. Even so it is recommended to calibrate the 
meter at least every 2 years. It is also recommended to set up an internal check (vacuum, air. 
or (p,T) measurements and the real gas equation) of the meter that can be performed several 
times a year, without demounting the meter, see [2). 

If the meter is operating on gases that are not of above mentioned fine quality the vibrating 
element will slowly become contaminated and thereby show offsets from its calibration curve 
or instabilities. The meter will often return to normal after cleansing but it is recommended that 
a meter be recahorated after having opened the meter and cleansed the vibrating element. 

Taking apart the meter for cleansing should only be performed by welltrained personnel and in 
specially ventilated surroundings that ensure that no particle will settle on the vibrating 
element. Usually the laboratories that perform calibrations have rooms with special ventilation 
systems that ensure this. Manufacturers of the density meters of course also have these 
facilities. 

lbc determination of gu densi~· - put 3 - a guideline 1997~7-i.t 
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By comparing the calibrations of the gas density meter (its history) the state of the meter can 
be determined. Comparisons can only be made if the meter has not been taken apart and 
cleansed before calibration. Shifts of around 0, I 0 % from calibration to calibration would 
indicate a need for demounting and cleansing the meter at least before the next calibration is 
performed. 

Pressure and temperature sensors should be calibrated periodically, the interval depending on 
the type of instrument, and internal checks once a month are recommended. 

The registration equipment should also be checked regularily. How often is dependent upon 
the type of equipment( 6-12 months). 

5.3Uncertaintv, p = f(r,c:,T.pl 

In annex 3 the expanded uncertainty, UP, is set up for one type of density meter system. The 

chosen density meter system has an uncertainty of ± 0,20 %. The uncertainty for other 
combinations of equipment can be set up by following the guidelines in annex 2 and 3. 

6. p = p/(Z Rzil 

The second method that will be treated is gas density as determined from the real gas equation, 
equat_ion 5). 

p= - p -
ZR8T 

p= density 

p =pressure 

T = temperature in Kelvin 

Z == compression factor 

R 
R = gas consant · R = -s , s M 

R = universal gas constant 

M = molar mass 

6.1 Instrumentation and instaUation,p = p/CZ ~Il 

5) 

The instrumentation for this method varies greatly depending upon the desired accuracy. 
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In table 3 the most common intrumentation combinations are given. 

Table 3: Common Instrumentation,p = p/(Z Kg T) 

System Instrumentation Comments 
a.2-a thermometer Z is determined several times 

pressure transducer an hour. For more 
Z-meter information about this meter 
gas analysis equipment-molar composition analysis see ISO WD 11793 [2). 
rerostration equipment 

a.2-b thermometer The parameters, Rg and Z, 
pressure transducer can directly be calculated 
gas analysis equipment-molar composition analysis from the gas composition by 
registration equipment applying recognized tables, 

e.g. ISO/DIS 12213 [1] pan 
2 for natural gas. 

a.2-c thermometer The gascomposition is stable 
pressure transducer and is measured by an ex-
registration equipment temal laboratory regularily. 

The parameters, Rg and Z, 
can directly be calculated 
from the gas composition by 
applying recognized tables, 
e.g. ISO/DIS 12213 [ 1] part 
2 for natural gas. 

A flowcomputer is often applied for this registration as the softWare in this equipment has been 
programmed with items such as the calibration constants of the meters. They are also built to 
register several parameters simultaneously. 

Before installation 

Pressure transducers and thermometers can be obtained for all uncenainty levels. Great care 
should be taken to purchase the instruments that give the required uncertainty. 

Pressure transducers and thermometers require calibration before installation. These sensors 
are so common that every country has laboratories that perform cabl>rations of these instru
ments with documented traceability to international standards. 

The registration equipment should be chosen to suit the type of pressure transducers and 
thermometers of the system and should also be checked/caborated before installation. 

Tbc dckmlim1;.,,, of SU demity • put 3 - a guidel.inc 1997-07-24 
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InstaUation 

The equipment should be installed according to the manufacturers guidelines. ISO WD 11793 
[2] gives more specific guidelines on pressure transducers of several types and of resistance 
thermometers. Here will shortly be listed some of the major items. 

As the meters have to be demounted periodically for repair or recalibration, then the ease of 
demounting should be considered when building the installation. 

It is important that the temperature and pressure are mea~ed at the point where the density is 
to be determined. Regarding the temperature measurement the sensor is often placed in a 
pocket in the system. It is important that the temperature in the pocket actually represents the 
temperature in the gas line. lbis can be improved by having speciel thermoconductive oils in 
the pocket. 

Tue gas analysis equipment usually measures on samples taken from the line and can therefore 
be placed at a different location than the other equipment. The sampling point should be 
the spot where the density is wished to be determined. The surroundings should correspond 
to the manufacturers guidelines. For more details on sampling please refer to ISO/DIS 10715 
[13) and for more details on molar composition gas analysis please refer til ISO/DIS 6974 
[14). Most gas analysis equipment has to be calibrated with one or more reference gases { 14] 
but this should be performed after installation of the equipment. 

6.2 Maintenanc:e, p = p/(Z ~....D. 

Pressure and temperature .sensors should be cahorated periodically, the inteJVal depending 
upon the type of instrument, and internal checks once a month are recommended. 

The registration equipment should also be checked regularily. How often is dependent upon 
the type of equipment(6-12 months). 

The gas analysis equipment is normally calibrated and adjusted \vith the reference gas in 
connection with the daily use and large shifts in the setting of the analysis equipment would 
indicate a need for more extensive checks. 

6.3 Unc:eruinty, o = pf(Z ~....Il 

In annex 4 an example of a measuring system is set up. The the expanded uncertainty, UP, has 

been calculated. The chosen system has an uncertainty of ± 0,23 %. The uncertainty for other 
combinations of equipment can be set up by following the guidelines in annex 2 and annex 4. 

The dclCftDin&tion of au clemiiy - put 3 • •guideline 1997-07·24 
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Annex 1 
Def mitions, symbols and units 

For the purpose of this technical report following defintions apply. Whenever possible the 
reference from where the definition is taken is given. 

Related to gas density 

Symbol Name Defmition Unit 

p : density of gas The mass of gas divided by its volume at kglm3 

specified conditions of pressure and tern-
perature [I] . 

r : periodic time The signal of the density meter [2]. µseconds 

.1: Deviation Deviation between two results. result unit 

B: The barometric pres- The pressure at atmosfa:ric conditions · Pa 
sure 

c: Velocity of sound Sound velocity in a gas mis 

m: Mass Mass of gas kg 

F: Buoyant;..force Force exerted on a sinker[6],[7],[8] kg mis 

f Function f{x,z) 

g: acceleration of free Applied in the sinker method[6],[7],[8] mis 
fall 

M : Molar mass The mass of one mole of gas kg/mole 

p: Pressure The absolute gas pressure Pa 

R: Universal gas constant R= 8,314510 J MoJ· l K·l[J] J MoJ· 1 K· 1 

Ilg: Gas constant The universal gas constant divided J kg-I K-1 
by the molar mass RIM 

Z: Compression factor z(p.T)= Vm(p.Tl(real) I Vfilip.Tl(ideal), 

see ref [I] 

T: Temperature Thermodynamic temperature of the gas[ I] Kelvin 

V: Volume of gas m3 

Vm: Volume of gas m3 
pr. mole 

Vs: Volume ofa The volume of the sinker applied m3 
sinker in the sinker-method [6],[7],[8] 
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4 

Defmitions, symbols and units(continued) 

Related to uncertainty 

Symbol Name Defmition Unit 

upper/lower bound [5] half-width of a rectangular distribution input 
of possible values of input quantity "1 quantity 

Cj: 

df 
ox 

k: 

s: 

u: 

UA: 

ua: 

U: 

x: 

z: 

constant based on the probablity distn"bution 

sensitivity coefficient partial derivative[ 5] 

coverage ·factor For a 95 % confidence level: k=2 

standard deviation (t.k~)' / (n-1)) 

combined standard an estimated standard deviation that 
uncertainty characterizes the dispersion of the values 

that could reasonably be attributed to the 
measurand[ 5] 

standard uncertainty the standard uncertainty for parameters 
oftyp~ A 

standard uncertainty estimated approximations to the standard 
uncertainty for parameters of type B" 

expanded uncertainty the uncertainty of a property with a 
95 % confidence level , see also [ 5) 
U=2u 

parameter 

parameter 

ITT TECHN REPORT .1'1 

varies 

unit of 

property 

unit of 
property 

unit of 
property 

unit of 
property 

unit of 
property 

vanes 

vanes 
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Annex 2 Combined standard uncertainty for the output of an instrument 

When determining gas density several instruments can be applied. 

pressure transducers 
thermometers 
density meters 
gaschrotnatographs 
Z-meters 

and also various registration equipment such as 

flow computers 
multimeters 
counters 

To determine the expanded uncertainty of a measuring system one of the first steps is to 
estimate the contribution to the uncertainty from each of the instruments applied in the system 

This is done by estimating the combined standard uncertainty for the output, ~' of each of the 
possible instruments. The combined standard uncertainty for each of the instruments will 
consist of uncertainty contributions from type A and type B components. Type A components 
can be measured and thereafter treated statistically. Type B components do not have enough 
documentation to perform a statistical analysis and the uncertainty has to be evaluated from 
prior knowledge, for example maximum and minimum value. 

The standard uncertainty of type A components relevant for the output of an instrument 
are based upon repeated measurements and can be approximated by the experimental standard 
deviation of the mean output [5] as seen in equation 2.1. 

2.1) 

2.2) 

The standard uncertainty of type B components relevant for the output of an instrument 
are listed in table 2. 1. 

The dtlenninatioo of pa density - put 3 - • auidoli:nc 1997-07-24 
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T bl 2 1 T B a e . yve components 
No. Component description ai c . 

J a j · ci 

I Calibration of the instrument 
2 Reading error during calibration 
3 Shift between calibrations 
4 Reading error during measurement 
5 Hysteresis effect 
6 Deviation from cah"bration conditions 
7 Installation effects. 

a i : Half-width of a rectangular distribution of possible values of input quantity. 

a= (a+-a. )/2[5]. Here the input quantity is each component. Tue component in 
row I is assumed to have a normal distribution but is for simplicity mcluded in the 
table. The components in row 2-7 are assumed to have a rectangular distribution. 

cj: a constant based on the probability distribution of the value a. [5] 

norma] distribution: ci=l. 

rectangular distribution: c .= 1/_ 
J I\·~ 

re I :· a i from the calibration of the instrument is Y2 of the uncertainty stated by the 

calibration laboratory, if the laboratory has stated an uncertainty at a 95 % 
confidence level. 

re 2 : a .i from the reading error when working with digital display instruments 

(registration equipment) can be set to 1/2 of the resolution. 
For example: Pressure = 1.0005 MPa: resolution= 0,000 I 
MPa; a.1 = 0.00005 MPa. 

re 3 : a.i for the shift between calibrations is based upon the knowledge of the 

history of the instrument. For every calibration (without repairs or 
adjustments) the new calibration results are compared to the former 
calibration results. The deviation between the two calibrations represents the 
shift. If the shift is too large the length of the recalibration period can be 
shortened and vice versa. 
Example: calibration of a Pt- JOO resistance thermometer at 20,00 °C 

calibration date 1996-03-05 1997-03-05 shift, 2*ai 

temperature as 20,05 °C 20, IO °C 0,05 °C 
determined by 
the Pt-100. 
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re 4: see re 2. 

re 5: a i for the hysteresis effect can be determined by the calibration laboratory. 

The laboratory will perform a calibration in steps from 0 to full span of the 
instrument and a second calibration from full span to 0 of the instrument. 

Any difference in the output of the instrument at the same cahl>ration point 
for the 2 calibrations is an expression for the hysteresis effect and is equal to 
2 a;. 

re 6: a i for the deviation from the calibration conditions can be evaluated by the 

calibration laboratory or can in some cases be obtained as manufacturer 
information. 
In some cases corrections are made and then a i will be the intetval in which 

the correction might lay. 
For example: a gas density meter is calibrated at 20 °C with nitrogen and 
applied in natural gas at 5 °C. The reading of the density meter is corrected 
with the estimated offsets, resulting from the temperature and gas 
composition differences. a i is then the error in the determination of the size of 

the offsets. 

re 7: Installation can in itself cause errors and a i must in each case be estimated. 

For example a thermometer placed in a pocket, will never completely obtain 
the temperature of the gas surrounding the pocket. The installation can 
though be made so that the error is negligable. 

The standard uncertainty oftype B components can then be estimated by equation 2.3). 

2.3) 

For the instrument the combined standard uncertainty can then be calculated from equation 
2.4). 

2.4) 
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Annex 3 Calculation of the uncertainty of a gas density meter system p=f('Z", c,T,p) 

The density is here determined using a vibrating element gas density meter. 

3.1) 

3.2) 

Example 

The gas is natural gas at following conditions: 
(the natural gas data is taken from an example in [I]) 

p = 6MPa 

T = 290 K (t = 16,85 °C) 

z = 0,88006 

Rg = 0,00049481 MJ/kmol K 

p = 47,512 kg/ml 

The gas composition is as listed in table 3. J 

T bl 3 I Ga a e SCOIDDOSltlOD 

Component Mole fraction Uncertainty, mole fraction 

cu .. 0,965 0,001 
C2B6 0,018 0,001 
C3H8 0,0045 0,0005 
C4Hl0-i 0,001 0,0003 
C4Bl0-n 0,001 0,0003 
C5H12-i 0,0005 0,0001 
C5B12-o 0,0003 0,0001 
C6+ 0,0007 0,0001 

N2 0,003 0,001 
C02 0,006 0,001 

Total 1 

1997~7-24 
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The measuring system consists <lfthe density meter and its registration equipment (table 2, · 
system a. 1-c). To simplify the example the density meter is calibrated with the registration 
equipment (a flowcomputer). ID practise the instruments are cahbrated separately and then the 
influence of the uncertainty of the input/output of the flowcomputer on the gas density should 
be included in this estimation. 1bis can be done in the same manner as the combined standard 
uncertainty of the output cf each instrument is estimated. 

The combined standard uncertainty 

~ )2 ( )2 u =u = u + u p PLknaitymel•r( Pde•iry-kr -A P<1msityme1" -B 

up =J(o,001)2
+(0,0479)

1 
=0,048kg/m3 

The expanded uncertainty 

UP= 2 · uP = 0,096 kg I m3 at 47,512 kgJmJ (290 K aod (; MPa) 

u,. Ip = o ,20 % 

ID the foUowing U,, is derived step by step. 

The standard uncertainty of type A component is obtained by determining the density (at 
stable conditions) at the density of 4 7 kgtml at least I 0 times and deriving the standard 
deviation of the mean. 

up . _,.. ::::: ~Pc1m1i1y _,..,) = 0, 00 l kg I m
3 

dennty meter 
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The standard uncertainty of type B components 

The type B components are listed in table 3.2. Each component is treated as in annex 2. 

Table 3.2 Type B components 

No. Component description 

I Calibration of the instrument 0,047 I 
2 Reading error during calibration 0,0005 

3 Shift between calibrations 0,012 

4 Reading error during measurement 0,0005 

5 Hysteresis effect 0,0047 11/3 
6 Deviation from calibration conditions 0,0047 11/3 
7 Installation effects 0,008 

P <km;., -• ·B , ' ' 
. ~ ( )2 u = L a . ·c . 

re I calibration result is given with± 0,2% with a 95% level of uncer-

8; ·C; 

kglm3 

0,047 
0,00029 

0,0069 

0,00029 

0,0027 

0,0027 

0,0046 

0,0479 

tainty => a= 0,047 kglm3. The calibration is performed with nitrogen and an 
actual gas certificate is issued based on the above listed gas composition and 
290 K The density meter and the flowcomputer is calibrated as a unit. The 
flowcomputer bas been checked/calibrated immediately before the calibration 
of the meter. 

re 2 resolution: 0,001 kg!m3 =>a= 0,0005 kg!m3 
re 3 the shift between calibrations is in "clean" gases less than 0,05 % => 

a= 0,025 % =>a= 0,012 kg!m3. 
re 4 resolution: 0,00 I kg!m3 => a = 0,0005 kg!m3 
re 5 the density meter has a hysteresis less than 0,02 % => a = 0,0 I % => 

a= 0,0047 kg!m3. 
re 6 The density meter has a certificate for 290 K and the gas to be measured upon 

is at 290 K ± 2 K The temperature sensitivity of the density meter is less than 
0,01 %/K=> a=0,0047 kg!m3_ Because the gas composition varies very linle 
the influence on the gas density is in this example negligable. 

re 7 The difference in the temperature of the gas in the density meter and the gas in 
the pipeline is 0, I K which corresponds to a density change of 0,016 kglm3 
=> a = 0,008 kg/m3. 
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Annex 4 · Calculation of the uncertainty of a real gas equation system p=p/(ZR
1
l) 

The density is here calculated from several measured parameters, see equation 4.1 ). The 
uncenainty can be calculated as seen in equation 4.2. This equation is the equation for 
noncorrelated parameters. It can be applied because the compression factor in most practicle 
situations can be assumed to be so constant, that the covariances of (p,Z). (T,Z) and (~,Z) are 
insignificant, see [ 5] section F 1.2. I. If the gascomposition, temperature or pressure of a 
measuring system should vary greatly then the estimation of the uncertainty should include the 
covariances and in [5] guidance is given on the estimation of these. Equations 4.3 to 4.4 give 
the sensitivity coefficients and when insening these into equation 4.2 and dividing on both 
sides with fY' , then the relative uncertainty can be derived as in equation 4.5. 

NT TECHN REPORT 3'' 

u,' = ( (: )' u,' +(:; r u; +(: r Uz' +( :, )'UR.') 4. 2) 

iP=
il> ZR8 T 

IP =---P
ZR 2T 

8 

iP =--p
ZR T2 

8 

iP =---"p-
iJZ 
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E1:ample 

The gas is natural gas at foDcwing conditions: 
(the natural gas data is taken from an example in [I)) 

p = 6 MPa 
T == 290 K (t = 16,85 °C) 

z = 0,88006 

Rg = 0,00049481 MJ/kmol K 

p == 47,512 kglmJ 

The gas ccmposition is as listed in table 4.1 

Table 4.1 Gas composition 

Component Mole fraction Uncertainty, mole fraction 
ce ... 0,965 0,001 
C2H6 0,()18 0,001 
C3H8 0,0045 0,0005 
C4H10-i 0,001 ·0,0003 
C4H10-n 0,001 0,0003 
CSH12-i 0,0005 0,0001 
C5H12-o 0,0003 0,0001 
C6+ 0,0007 0,0001 
N2 0,003 0,001 
C02 0,006 0,001 

Total l 

The measuring system consists ofthe instruments seen m table 4 .2 

Table 4.2 MeasllTin s stem 
Instruments 
Absolute ressure transducer 
Pt- I 00 resistance thermometer 
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To simplify the example the instruments are cahbrated with the registration equipment (a 
flowcomputer). In practise the instruments are calibrated separately and then the influence of · · 
the uncertainty of the input/output of the flowcomputer on the output of each instrument 
should be estimated. This can be done in the same manner as the uncertainty of the output of 
each instrument is estimated. 

The combined standard uncertainty 

uP =~(2,7 · 10~)2 
+(3,2·10-4)2 +(7,6 ·10-4)2+(7,5·10-4)2=11,5·10-4 

p 
. (the relative uncertainties of the parameters are derived in the following) 

uP =47, 512·11,5·10-4 = 0,055kg/m3 

The expanded uncertainty 

UP= 2 · uP = 0, 11 .kg/ m3 at 47,512 kg/m3 (290 Kand 6 MPa) 

In the following the relative combined standard uncertainties of the parameters are 
derived step by step. 

The standard uncertainty of type A component is obtained by determining the pressure (at 
stable conditions) at the pressure of 6 MPa at least 10 times and deriving the standard 
deviation of the mean. 

up-A ~ ~p) = l, 0 kPa 

1997--07·24 
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The standard 11ncertainty of type B components 

Table 4.3 Type B components up 

No. Component description aj cj a. ·c. 
J J -

kPa kPa 
1 Calibration of the instrument 1 1 I 
2 Reading error during calibration 0,5 11.J3 0,29 

3 Shift between calibrations 1,0 11.J3 0,58 

4 Reading error during measurement 0,5 11./3 0,29 

5 Hysteresis effect 0,5 11./3 0,29 

6 Deviation fiom calibration conditions 0,05 v./3 0,03 

7 Installation effects ~o v./3 0 

2:( aj ·C; J 1,26 

up·ll =' 
re 1 calibration result is given with the uncertainty of ± 2 k.Pa at a 95 % 

confidence level in the range 5-6 MPa ~ a= I kPa. The transducer and 
the flowcomputer is calibrated as a unit. The flowcomputer has been 
checked/calibrated immediately before the calibration of the transducer. 

re 2 resolution I kPa (0,0 I bar) => a = 0,5 kPa. 
re 3 the shift between calibrations is less than 2 kPa =>a = l kPa. 
re 4 resolution I kPa (0.01 bar) =>a = 0,5 kPa. 
re 5 the hysteresis is less than I kPa => a = 0,5 kPa. 
re 6 the temperature dependency of the transducer is given by the 

manufacturer to be Jess than 0.03 kPa I K. The transducer is calibrated 
at 293.15 K and the gas to be measured upon is at 290 K => a = 0.05 
k.Pa. 

re 7 The installation effects are estimated to be negligable 
(less than 0,01 kPa). 

Up =~(I, 0)2 
+ (1, 26)2 = l, 61 k.Pa 

u 
_P =1 ,6 J/6000=0,00027 

J> 
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The standard uncertainty of type A component is obtained by determining the temperature 
(at around 290 K) at least 10 times and deriving the standard deviation of the mean. 

The standard uncertainty of type B components 
Table 4.4 Type B component; uT 

No. Component description a . 
J 

c . 
J a j · c j 

K K 
1 Calibration of the instrument 0,05 l 0,05 
2 Reading error during calibration 0,05 11J3 0,029 

3 Shift between calibrations 0, 1 11J3 0,058· 

4 Reading error during measurement 0,05 11J3 0,029 
5 Hysteresis effect ::::0 11J3 0 

6 Deviation from cah'bration conditions ::::0 11J3 0 
7 Installation effects. 0.05 11J3 0,029 

UT-B = ~L,( 8 j · Cj y 0,092 

re I calibration result is given with the uncertainty of ±0. 1 Kat a 95 % 
confidence level ~ a= 0,05 K The thermometer and the flowcomputer 
are calibrated as a unit. The flowcomputer bas been checked/calibrated 
immediately before the calibration of the thermometer. 

re 2 resolution 0, 1 K ~ a= 0,05 K 
re 3 the shift between calibrations is less than 0,2 K =:>a= 0, 1 K 
re 4 resolution 0, l K~ a= 0,05 K 
re 5 the hysteresis is negligable. 
re 6 the thermometer is cah'brated at ambient pressure and will be applied in 

6 MPa, but the effect ofthis on the temperature measurement will be 
negligable. 

re 7 the thermometer is situated in a pocket and even with thermal insulation 
of and thermal conductive oil in the pocket the difference between the 
temperature of the gas to the temperature measured has prior to upstart 
been determined to be around 0, 1 K =:> a= 0,05 K 
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UT =0,094/290 = 0.00032 T , . 

uz/Z 

Z is calculated from ISO/DIS 12213(1 ], part 2, applying the molar compositional analysis in 
table 4.1 obtained with a gaschromatographic analysis that has been performed at the upstart of 
the measuring system The variations in gascomposition are very small. 

The expanded uncertainty ofZ is given in ISO/DIS 12213[1] as being a combination of the 
expanded uncertainty of the use of the calculation method and of the expanded uncertainty of 
the gas analysis. Use of the calculatiC>n methC>d in this presstire, temperature range gives an 
uncertainty of ± 0,1 % at a 95 % confidence level. If the expanded uncertainty of the 
gasanalysis is as given in table 4 .1 then according to ISO/DIS 12213 [I] the influence of this on 
the compression factor is less than ± 0, 1 %. 

Uz = J(acal. melbod Ccal . mclbod)
2 

+ (a_l::wu C..,..1~is .r 
a.,,1. mclhcd = 0, 05 % 0,88006 = 0,00044 

C cal. method = ) 
= 0, 1 % 0,88006 :;:: 0, 00088 

I = 
J3 c .... ,_..;. 

Uz = J( 0,00044)
1 +( 0, 00051)

2 
= 6, 7·10_. 

Uz = 6,7·10-a =7 6·10-4 
z 0,88006 • 
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~ is calculated by applying the molar compositional analysis obtained from the gaschro
matographic analysis, see table 4.1, that has been performed at the upstart of the measuring 
system. The expanded uncertainty of the determination is estimated to be± 0, 13 % and as 
the variations in gascomposition are very small, no further contribution to the uncertainty of R

8 
is expected. 

UR = aR ·CR 
g g g 

aR = 0,0013 ·0,000495 = 6,435· I0-7 

g 

UR = 3, 72 ·10-7 

g 

uR, = 3, 72 .10-1 = 7 5 · 1 O""' 
RB 0, 00049481 ' 
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